
 Plot Professional
A. Graphic Novel Guru
 For this, you will need the following materials: 
  ☛ 2 pieces of plain paper
  ☛ colorful drawing tools
 Shakespeare is seeking an artist to better depict a character’s role in the play. Using the above 
 materials, you will be creating a comic strip based upon ONE character’s role in the plot of the 
 play. The character you choose must be a round character. 
 The comic content should include the following: 
   Have a creative title based upon the character/plot you chose (5 pts)
   Show a change in the character’s personality by the use of 2 panels (Acts);
      one panel should focus on the character at the beginning of the play,
      and one panel should focus on the character toward the end of the play. (10 pts)
   Show actions, speech, thoughts, reactions that depict personality (10 pts)
   Include at least 12 frames (5 points) 

B. Love Doctor
 Verona is in disarray as teenage love fights to survive. Thankfully, the lovesick couple in trouble 
 has seeked the help of a relationship expert before they decided to end their lives. As you write 
 in the role of “Love Doctor,” or rather, a psychologist with expert knowledge on the emotions of 
 these teenage lovers, you need to diagnose the problems and prescribe solutions before the the 
 two die for love. 
 In order to give advice, you will need to choose either Romeo OR Juliet, then: 
   diagnose Juliet/Romeo: What personality changes occurred? What issues is he/she 
      struggling with in his/her life? How does she/he normally make choices?
   diagnose the cause of the fatal tendencies (what events lead to this happening?)
   prescribe a solution that involves the couple staying together (a change in events)
   prescribe a solution that involves the couple separating (a change in events)
 How will you do the above assignments?
   Bullet point “symptoms” for Romeo/Juliet (see attached form “Patient Order”) (5 pts)
   Bullet point events leading to the fatal tendencies for the patient (see attached “Patient 
      Notes”) (5 pts)
   Prescribe a solution in A-C-E-S format; must include a change in events (refer to Patient 
      Notes) and a reference to evidence found in the “Patient Order” (10 pts)
   Prescribe a solution in A-C-E-S format; must include a change in events (refer to Patient 
      Notes) and a reference to evidence found in the “Patient Order”(10 pts)

C. DJ Drama
 You are about to musically account for the personality changes occurring with ONE character in 
 the play. Using the play’s plot structure (beginning in Act I and ending in Act V), you will recommend a song 
 for that character . However, since you are the DJ (aka the song expert), you must also tell us why 
	 the	song	chosen	fits	in	the	scene	based	on	the	character’s	personality	and	role	in	the	plot.	Since	
 the characters we see most often in the play are Romeo and Juliet-these are your two options. 
 Pick one! 
 For your playlist you will need to do the following:
  Title the playlist based upon your character/it must go in order of plot
  List 10 artist/song titles based upon character personality/role in the plot 
     (10 points) 
  For each listed song, cite (C) the reason for choosing the song (tone/mood/lyrics/artist) 
     and (E) elaborate on why it was chosen (20 points)


